
Psychodynamic Model 

Good to explain depression, anxiety, stress-related problems. Self reflection and examination, 
therapist-relationship 
  
Still widely used, all programmes teach psychoanalysis - used lots in literature and feminism 
Rich, deep, what is BEST (not what is quick and cost-effective) 
Continuum between normal and abnormal recognised first - embraces craziness (Freud once said 
we're all either anxious or depressed), beyond symptom-relief! 
Interested in whole person and improvement (not just disappearing symptoms) 
Psychoanalysis = psychodynamic 
Feel down but don't know why - think - let feelings out - feel better 
  

Topographical model 
Divided self: conscious (what we know), preconscious (what we can bring to mind), unconscious 
(what we don't know, experiences, feelings, thoughts. we are unaware of it - repressed but still 
influences us. can be explored through 
 dreams (manifest vs latent content), unconscious and conscious disguised elements 

recognised in free association - what do they mean to YOU. Painful to think about in current 
circumstances 

 slips of the tongue (paraphrases) 
 symptoms  (compulsions, fears as metaphors (afraid of planes = afraid of separation), we don't 

explain, we act/behave 
 art and play 
 free association, possible interpretations, insight (catharsis and relief) - choice to change! 

  

Structural model 
id (primitive drives), ego (mediates, reality principle), superego (develops last, morality principle) - 
conflicts because unacceptable feelings from id are held back by ego from consciousness 
  
superego = angel, id= devil, ego: reasoning in-between 
ppl tend to get behaviour more than this therapy (why would I wanna sleep with my dad?) 
  

Childhood developmental history 
person's pas creates sets of unconscious associations (phantasy). developmental levels - events 
experienced differently. primary relationships leave blue prints. 
Not what but WHEN sth happened 
(wake up in car alone at 3 when you need mum is terrifying), not just when 'horrible' things happen 
but ordinary things at the wrong time 
Fear about separation in childhood 
Oriented to different things at different times (oral, anal etc), parents are the world when you're 
little for survival (all about them, all due to me - egocentric) 
Experiences bubble away, wait to be activated 
Fear of being let down etc - protect from relationships by saying 'he's too short etc etc', yet still 
wanting a relationship 
  



Defence mechanisms 
Used all the time - shouldn't change reality too much. 
Denial: refuse reality, most extreme defence; person cannot recall event at all 
Projection: my feelings projected on other's. Angry > imagine they are angry (psychotics, for 
example, think so!) 
Displacement: angry at boss - can't say it - kick dog at home. Feelings pop out in similar situations 
Reaction formation: turn sth around so it doesn't hurt (boyfriend leaves you - say you didn't like him 
anymore anyway) 
Intellectualisation: talk about it theoretically, no emotions involved 
Sublimation: prosaically, artists drawing their anger... 
  

Causation of psychological problems: 
 divided self 
 childhood experiments - developmental needs not fulfilled 
 defence mechanisms can create further problems (we don't understand unconscious 

behaviours, thoughts and feelings) 
  

Therapy 
 free association to access unconscious, resistance-working, transference to understand 

relationship patterns, interpretation and develop insight 
 discover past history 
 unconscious anxiety may relate to particular developmental level 
 relationship patterns 
 interpret and question to gain insight 
 gain freedom and choice 

Person talks lout - therapist tries to get them to tell a story, listens to emotional tone - read deeper 
than surface. UNDERSTANDING gives you CHOICE.  
Unacceptable ideas - related to ID - put in unconscious (eg jealousy, anger etc) - not a rational 
feeling, so some feelings pushed away, some come up in hidden form - ego tries to protect you, it 
disguises them, shows them in less offensive form, in more acceptable way > defences> manage 
them! 
Therapy: set up a good working alliance (relationship) and tolerance - work long and sensitively (CBT 
very similar in basic understanding - however here you make ppl aware, more emotionally based 
than educationally) 
Present - past - relationships... Make sense of own lives 
Any parallels (relationships btw ppl and parents, eg boss reminds of dad...) 
Template for relationships 
Psychoanalyst more neutral - it's about the person - relationship 'transference' 
Gain insight into self through therapy 
  

Critique 
 case study method 
 untestable theory (abstract concepts) 
 unfalsifiable 
 accountability? 

  
 


